
Clan Record 
 
 
Clan Name: 

 
Caskbound 

 Clanhome 
City Name: 

 
Whiskey Forge 

Overclan 
Affiliation: 

 
Clan Bloodcrag 

  
Archon: 

 
Salvak Basrencru 

Archon 
Description: 

A military man with no heirs who came up through the army prior to ruling. His 
heir is a general who is interested in expanding the clan's local power, but 
Basrencru is more isolationist and focused on the art of brewing. In the meantime, 
the general makes many of the important decisions for the clan. 

 
PRESTIGE: 6  STRENGTH: 5  WEALTH: 4 
Clan Age: 4 (1,200)  Dynasties: 4  Size: 4 (2,400) 

 
# Sayings 
2 Greed starves the family. 
8 Motives are scaffolding, removed from the finished stone. 
5 You must not ever be the highest authority in your life. 
 
Notes: as of 11.29.14.  



The Stuff of Legends  4 Assets, 2 Liabilities 
 
Asset or Liability Effect on Ratings Story and Moral 
History of 
Military Shame 

-1 Wealth 
+1 Dynasty 

They used mystical Armageddon Ale to make a brew-bomb 
and other weaponry that mutated the wilderness, so they were 
exiled and formed a new clan. That was in the Battle of the 
Cask, and they lost access to the process for making 
Armageddon Ale. 

Weird Local 
Wilderness 

-1 Strength Plants that use yeast as traps, an ecology warped by chemical 
brew-based warfare with flamers and carpet bombing at 300 
proof (using concentrations of alcohol and magic only 
possible through supernatural means.) The hunters and the 
hunted got weird. And boozy. 

Useful 
Domesticated 
Wilderness 

+1 Prestige 
+1 Strength 
+1 Size 

They cultivated vines that could be used for long-distance 
communication, whispering into them and transmitting 
messages. They domesticated giant riding beetles. 

Culturally Gifted +1 Prestige 
+1 Wealth 
+1 Age 

They developed beer temples and beer-infused local cuisine 
using the unique mutated ecosystem to create brand new 
cooking no one had seen before. 

Masters of the 
Craft 

+1 Prestige 
+1 Wealth 

Schools specialize in alchemy and enchantment based in 
local materials. Scholars develop a beetle-dung-based 
substitute for gunpowder, and that revolutionizes 
“blackpowder” warfare from the clan’s perspective. 

Cannonmasters +2 Strength They keep their formula and gun technology a closely-
guarded secret of the clan, while they open their doors to 
sharing other learning and cultural advancement. Their guns 
are unmatched in local competitions. 

 


